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Maharaja Marquees,
your complete service
marquee hire specialist

Maharaja Marquees ltd is a successful

to supply more than a few marquees at

company with over 20 years experience in

any one site. Safety aspects are also taken

providing marquees for corporate events,

very seriously, as our marquees are fire

public events, weddings and all manner

retardant, weather proof and confirm to

of private events. Being a Family Based

BSStandards, internal linings also are fire

company, we aim to please and form a

retardant.

lasting relationship with our customers,
which is why customers come back to us

Not only marquee hire, but we offer the

time after time.

opportunity to you to work with our design
team to provide a bespoke design and look

With a wide range of heavy duty, clear

specific; to your requirements. We also offer

span aluminium framed marquees to fit all

face to face meetings at no extra charge to

shapes and sizes of gardens and areas, we

ensure finer details are addressed. Our goal

can cater for all events. We can provide

as a company is to provide a stress free

marquees that can hold anything from 30

and smooth running day, thus leaving you

to 2,000 guests, we have the capability

to enjoy your day or event!

Tel: 01977 675 353

“ We are delighted users of Maharaja
Marquees. We have used them twice to
put up large marquees in our garden for
parties. Nothing is too much trouble and
we would have no hesitation in using
them again.”
Mr and Mrs Fisher, Holmfirth

Dancing

Heating

Interiors

We provide an array of customizable
interlocking dance floors.

Indirect
This is a more costly way of heating a
marquee, yet a safer one, especially
with children and alcohol around. An
indirect heater automatically maintains
the heat within the marquee, it is a
quiet non intrusive unit that can be
placed in the marquee or ducted in
through a venting system.

We give those simple touches of
elegance to any venue to help create
the vision you have aspired to create.

A dance floor is a decorative piece of
equipment which is there to highlight
the dance area and is esthetically
pleasing to the eye.
It makes the whole look of the
marquee complete.
We can make it as big or as small
as needed.

Direct
A direct heater is one that blows hot
air in the marquee, it would need to
be manually switched on and off and
needs more caution taken especially
with children around.

Providing everything that is required
to dress a venue marquee, so your
ideas become a reality.
We can provide Centre pieces
customized to your theme, top tables,
venue draping, stages, cake tables,
walkways, backdrops, chair covers
and saches and much much more.
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Finishing touches make
all the difference
Tables & Chairs
At Maharaja marquees we have a
vast array of tables and chairs to
suit all events. From plastic folding,
Cannes, Cheltenham, Chivari chairs
and bistro tables & chairs. The
Cheltenham and Chivari come in
either a silver or gold finish with a
choice of coloured pads to suit all
colour schemes and designs within a
marquee.
Whatever your table requirements
are we can deliver both trestle and a
variety of sizes of round tables as per
requirements. We do also do Cake
tables, top tables and much more for
all occasions.

Lights
Lighting arrangements are key to
setting the atmosphere for your
occasion or event.
Brass arm chandeliers are widely
used in marquees which provide
excellent lighting, however we also
do crystal drop chandeliers and
up lights to set a mood and give
opulence.
Also star lining, twinkle lights can
be place in the ceilings or sides and
much more variations can be done.
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Flooring
When booking a marquee,
for a wedding or a corporate
event wooden floor is always
recommended as it prevents the
carpet from getting wet and provides
a full finish and stability. I would
always determine use of wooden
floor in the colder months as the
weather can be unpredictable. If a
wooden floor isn’t required then rest
assured we do use a plastic sheet
under the carpet to help protect
against rainwater.
We use either a beige or red as
standard however, we have a variety
of different colours available, so you
can colour coordinate your marquee.

Dear Maharaja Marquees
I just wanted to write to say
a huge heartfelt thank you
for the wonderful service
you and your team provided
! From answering all my
queries, being in constant
contact and never saying no
to anything I asked, I was so
impressed. You matched my
theme and ideas completely,
truly it was all I imagined
and more.
Miss R Singh, Leeds
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Weddings

Corporate

Private

Whatever the occasion
we have the marquee for you...
When Planning a wedding or event,

around, but the interiors are just as

marquee itself can be dressed with the

your marquee needs to be ideal for

important. Using our design team and

internal swags using our various types

its use to ensure you get the best out

choosing from the vast array of furniture

of chandeliers to make the look come

of the rental and event. Whether you

hire we do can put the perfect finishing

together. We have the ability to hang

are planning a large wedding, small

touches in your marquee, making you

wall and ceiling colour drapes and

party or simply offering a service at a

day perfect.

lighting to give a bespoke look. Just ask

fete, we have the marquee to suit your
needs. A marquee is a very adaptable
structure that can be placed virtually
anywhere, giving the most spectacular
views for your wedding. Thus, giving
a theme is not only about the marquee
but about the setting and scenic views

With a few face to face meetings, all
themes and designs are possible to
arrange. Our design team can help
to make your day a success. We are

to discuss your requirements, and know
that our experienced specialists will
guide you into making the right choices
when considering a marquee.

also able to hire an array of tables,

Imagine inviting your employees or

chairs, dance floors, bars etcetera. The

business associated to celebrate your
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Meetings

Birthdays

Conferences

“Best New Year’s Eve bash ever! Thank you so much
to everyone at Maharaja marquees, your marquee
was simply amazing! Everyone commented on how
amazing the marquee looked! Thank you again.”
Leanne Cruise, Auckley

businesses success in the grounds of

visuals, generators, toilets and even a

event market. When our clients require

your offices or in a country park setting.

toast master if needed.

a conference venue or wedding venue

Our adaptable marquees can be
dressed for all manner of events; from
celebrations to meetings, conferences
and product launches. With a large
stock of furnishings available, you can
be sure that our decor team will create
a setting to match or compliment your
company branding. Not only will we
work with you throughout the process,
but will also source and supply any
specialist items such as banners, audio

At Maharaja Marquees ltd we own
all our own equipment. We are not
an agency who outsources, therefore
you can expect the highest quality

they expect a clean, safe, efficient and
practical marquee solution. We are in
the business of providing those solutions
to the highest qualities and standards.

service, professionalism and equipment

Our prices are transparent and we

hire. This gives us the flexibility and

stand by our commitment to provide

more importantly an ability to tailor

on time what is required and within

services to our clients budgets. We

budget. Our customer service and

offer imaginative marquee solutions for

customer satisfaction is the best out

an increasingly demanding corporate

there !!
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Marquee Hire Limited, 72 Pontefract Road,
Ferrybridge, West Yorkshire WF11 8PW

Tel: 01977 675 353
M: 07795 055 111
E: hire@mmarquees.co.uk

Branches also at:
Midlands
T: 02476 639 757
London:
T: 020 8813 8134
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